Young Male’s Post Appendectomy Complication of Pulmonary Thromboembolism
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The main goal of this report was to share with clinicians an atypical presentation of pulmonary thromboembolism (PTE) in a young male’s post-appendectomy, whom he had no significant predisposing factors for such disease. The case also introduced for re-examining the challenges of PTE clinical manifestations which may mimic other differential diagnosis.

PTE is an abrupt blockage of the pulmonary artery by a thrombus. Such thrombus is generated by a blood clot which has been formed, separated and migrated from the leg and/or pelvic veins toward the lung. The lung tissue’s circulation is impaired which later episode results hypoxia and infarction. These events initiate a set of PTE clinical manifestations.
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Introduction

PTE is one of the most fatal complication post operatively and if occurs after a classical open appendectomy in a young male without having previous predisposing factors, is considered rare (1-8). Thrombus involved in PTE (9) is generated in the legs an/or the pelvic venous system. Rudolf Virchow, a German pathologist, in 1856 described such thrombus which is established based on three influencing factors of stasis, hypercoagulable state and the vessel endothelial damage (10-12).

In stasis due to immobilization, the blood being stagnated in circulation and causing its tendency for the clot formation (13, 14). This latter episode is more frequent in patients who remain in hospital bed for a long period of time. Hypercoagulable state such as blood hyperviscosity due to different reasons such consuming oral contraceptive pills or hereditary thrombophilia, considered as the second cumulative cause of thrombus formation. Damaged vessel’s endothelial layer also provokes a suitable environment for such thrombus formation. Once the clot is formed, gets separated, mobilized and transferred to other remote sites via circulation, such as the patient’s pulmonary artery. An abrupt blockage of circulation to the lung tissue, cause appearance of an acute clinical manifestations of PTE such as sudden chest pain and respiratory difficulties, consequence apprehension, anxiety and a productive cough with bloody sputum.

Commonly, when a patient is inactive or remains prolongs in the hospital bed, due to major operations or having serious illnesses like cancer, are regarded as important risk factors for PTE. Taking contraceptive pills and genetically being susceptible for a hypercoagulable state may also have other reflecting factors for PTE. Usually, once the patients contract an unexpected and sudden blockage of their pulmonary artery (-ies), their clinical signs and symptoms of the disease begin quickly (15-17). The most frequent clinical presentation of patients with PTE, is the abrupt chest pain which aggravates with periods of respiration. Such chest pain is worse when the patient tries to cough or taking a deep inspiration. Gradually the cough is accompanied by a pink to bloody sputum. The patient may show anxiety, restlessness, tachycardia, cyanosis and death due to hypoxia.

Routinely, the definite diagnosis of PTE is difficult in the beginning. PTE’s aforementioned clinical demonstrations may simulate the sign and the symptom other diseases such as heart attack, post-
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traumatic stress disorder and pneumonia (7, 18-20). But, the most probable diagnosis of PTE may be possible, if the evaluations of the patient’s clinical along with obtaining some Para clinical tests, are performed readily. As soon as the preliminary diagnosis is established, the patient need to be admitted to the Hospital’s ICU for the most appropriate and prompt initiation of appropriate therapy.

Presentation of the Case
A 20 year-old Afghan immigrant, presented with the typical sign and symptom of acute appendicitis at the Tehran’s Payambaran Hospital. He did not have any significant health issues in the past. He underwent a classical open appendectomy under general anesthesia for an hour without any unusual event. Patient got ambulated from bed 6 hours post operatively and discharged from hospital with an acceptable clinical status after 48 hours post-surgery. During his perioperative period, he did not receive any anticoagulant therapy. A day after discharge, he returned to the above mentioned hospital emergency unit with the chief complaint of chest pain, respiratory distress, fear, anxiety and a productive cough with blood. There were no signs of infection at the appendectomy site, except a mild local pain. Re-examining his past and present medical history was not remarkable for any problems such as pneumonia, asthma, family history of tuberculosis (TB), and/or any other significant diseases in the past. Vital sings revealed T=39, BP=100/70, RR=32/m and HR= 100/m. Blood profile at the time of his hospital admission was WBC=12000 (neutrophils 86%), Hb=15.4 _GM%, INR=1.2, PT=13.9 (nl=12.5), the PT activity of 81.5%. Tests for thrombophilia such as protein C,S and anti-cardiolipin antibody were negative.

Due to the patient’s anxiety, restlessness and unstable general appearance, we admitted him to the hospital’s ICU and took him under serious observation. His vital signs, fluid intake and output and hypoxic conditions, managed appropriately. Thrombophilic hereditary disorder of blood coagulation tested and excluded by checking protein C,S and anti-cardiolipin antibody. Chest x-ray showed no significant pathological finding (Fig.1).

**Figure 1. Patient’s Normal Chest X-Ray**
Surgical consultation made, found negative for any possible problems. We requested an abdominal ultrasonography, which reported no abnormalities observed in the subdiaphragmic, pelvic, hepatobiliary, pancreas, spleen and kidneys. Since the patient was an immigrant from the TB prevalent region, we consulted with an infectious diseases specialist to exclude the possibility of such malady. In this respect, obtained sputum smears (three times) and the sputum culture for the B.K (later in two months) were negative.

We requested other Para clinical examinations such as lung’s high resolution computerized tomography (HRCT), Spiral CT, pulmonary arteries CT angiography and the legs Doppler ultrasonography. Lung HRCT Scan (Fig.2) reported as “consolidations with air bronchogram were evident in both lungs’ lower lobes, more prominent on the right side, which was suggestive of pneumonia or infection.

![Figure 2. HRCT-Illustrating consolidations with air bronchogram](image)

Spiral CT Scan (Fig.3) showed no other pulmonary parenchymal lesions and the pulmonary arteries CT angiography (Fig.4), as the most validated test for PTE diagnosis in our region, reported as “after injection of contrast medium with power injection with the rate of 4 ml/s, pulmonary arteries were opacified. The main trunk of pulmonary artery and the left main pulmonary arteries had normal course with no evidence of any stenosis or pathologic dilatation or thrombosis. Filling defects are evident in distal of right pulmonary artery that is extended to all lobar branches of right lung. Small filling defects are also noted in distal branches of pulmonary arteries of the left lower lobe. Above descriptions were consistent with the diagnosis of pulmonary thromboembolism”. Doppler ultrasonography of the legs was normal.

Based on this young patient’s above mentioned clinical and Para clinical facts, we diagnosed him as post appendectomy PTE and treated him accordingly with the Antibiotic (Ceftazidine), Heparin (Enoxaprin) and in follow with Warfarin (Coumadin) i conventionally. We discharged him with an acceptable clinical condition after ten days and advised him to return for follow-ups in two weeks. We also guided him to take Warfarin for six months along with INR checks. Clinical follow-ups in six months showed the patient’s complete recovery.
Figure 3. Spiral CT, showing no pulmonary paranchymal lesions

Figure 4. Pulmonary angiography showing opacified pulmonary artery with the right side filling defect
Discussion
All clinicians have been faced with many different atypical presentations of different maladies. A well-known classical disease may manifest itself in other modes of history, physical exam finding, and subjectivity and objectivity values. These aforementioned facts, obviously should be communicated seriously, otherwise missing some crucial clues, may result negative credits for the clinician’s proper assessment and precise treatment. In this case, we have learned, PTE can be appeared in an individual who has no significant underlying factor for such chaos. Our patient was young and did not have any history hematological hypercoagulable state. He also was not undergone a very major and complicated surgery. He was not remarkably immobile and bedridden in the hospital for a long period of time. There were also no history of DVT, malignancy or notable diseases in his present and his past medical reviews. Thus by presenting this PTE case, we hoped to allocate our atypical experience in this atypical but still the possible complication of a young male’s post appendectomy.

Conclusion
In brief, this case presentation provides a constellation of alarming sings which engage the clinician’s mind for the necessity of becoming watchful while facing a suspected case of PTE. Any sudden onset of shortness of breath in a patient, who has undergone any type of surgery or has been immobilized long in the hospital bed, may be one the most staggering sign in PTE. Such shortness of breath could be along with the patient’s anxiety and an unreasonable apprehension and tachycardia. The patient may restlessly complain of a chest pain which is more rigorous during inspiration. As this case showed, PTE clients may show a productive cough which is foamy mucous at first and later gets bloody. As we found in this patient, chest physical exam was not too revealing. Sometimes, in PTE a pleural friction rub may be audible over the lung tissue, where its blood supply has been impeded by thrombus. We did not find abnormality in the patient’s Chest X-Ray, but occasionally in some PTE, pleural effection may be shown. As the most common source of thrombus formation and embolization are the patient’s leg proximal deep venous and or the pelvis veins thrombosis, these areas may be checked for evidence of any abnormality and positive physical findings. Lastly, the ultimate PTE diagnosis is relied upon, not only on validated clinical criteria, but also combined with other paraclinical tests. In most cases if PTE gets assessed, diagnosed and treated early, more likely, the patient survives, otherwise even with the more complicated mode of therapy (throbolysis, Inferior vena cava filtering and surgical thrombectomy), in most cases the patient’s death is not infrequent.
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